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Making MlBibTEX Fit for a Particular

Language. Example of the Polish Language
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Abstract

The MlBibTEX pro ject aims to provide a multilin-

gual bibliography program. In this article, we show

how to make MlBibTEX’s Version 1.3 fit for a par-

ticular language. In particular, we explain how bib-

liographical keywords such that ‘and’, ‘chapter’, . . .

should b e defined in this particular language. We

also show how to refine bibliography styles. For the

BachoTEX conference, we chose the Polish language,

nevertheless reading this pap er should b e suitable

for any p eople who would like to adapt MlBibTEX.

Keywords Bibliographies, multilingual features,

BibTEX, MlBibTEX, bibliography styles, nbst.

Streszczenie

Pro jekt MlBibTEX ma na celu stworzenie wielo-

jezykowego programu bibliograficznego. W tym

artykule, p okazujemy jak dostosować MlBibTEX

(wersja 1.3) dla dowolnego jezyka. Przede wszy-

stkim, przedstawiamy jak należy definiować

bibliograficzne słowa kluczowe takie jak „i“,

„rozdział“, . . . Pokazujemy także jak udoskonalać

style bibliograficzne. Na p otrzeby konferencji

BachoTEX, wybraliśmy jezyk p olski, jakkolwiek

zap oznanie sie z ta praca jest wskazane dla każdego,

kto chciałby zaadaptować MlBibTEX dla dowolnego

jezyka europ ejskiego.

Słowa kluczowe Bibliografie, wielo jezykowość,

BibTEX, MlBibTEX, style bibliograficzne, nbst.

0. Introduction

This article is the written and up dated version

of a talk given at the BachoTEX conference on

Friday 2nd May 2003. Since Octob er 2000, we

are developing a new version of BibTEX [33], the

bibliography program asso ciated with LATEX [30].

This new version is MlBibTEX, for ‘MultiLingual

BibTEX’, b ecause it includes multilingual features.

We assume that readers are quite familiar withLATEX and BibTEX, but in order to make precise

our terminology, let us recall that BibTEX uses

@INPROCEEDINGS{lem1964,
AUTHOR = {Stanislas Lem},
TITLE = {The Mask},
BOOKTITLE = {Mortal Engines},
PUBLISHER = {The Seabury Press},
ADDRESS = {New York},
NOTE = {Polish title of the anthology:

‘‘[Bajki robot\’{o}w] :
polish’’},

YEAR = 1964,

LANGUAGE = english}

Figure 1: Example of a MlBibTEX entry.

bibliography files containing entries and generates

a file containing bibliographical references, that is,

items cited throughout a printed work. MlBibTEX

enlarges BibTEX in the sense that it can more easily

deal with language changes. It can b e used to build

bibliographical references in English for a b o ok in

English, in French for an article in French, in

Polish for a manual in Polish, etc. An example

of MlBibTEX entry is given in Figure 1. We can

notice the use of a LANGUAGE field, that gives the

entry’s language. Let us also remark the use

of the notation ‘[...] : polish’ to express that

some words b elonging to the value of the NOTE field

are in Polish, even if this note is written in English.

If this entry is cited within a printed work, the

reference built by MlBibTEX will result in:

[1] Stanislas Lem. ‘The Mask’. In Mortal

Engines. The Seabury Press, New York,

1964. Polish title of the anthology: ‘Ba jki

rob otów’.

after pro cessing by LATEX.

Like BibTEX, our MlBibTEX program uses bib-

liography styles, that rule the layout of bibliograph-

ical references. Here and in the bibliography of

the present article, we use a ‘plain’ style, that is,

references are lab elled with numb ers, and the first

names of authors are not abbreviated. Other choices

are p ossible: the survey given in [31, x 13.5.1] shows

how diverse these bibliography styles are. In this ar-

ticle, we do not go thoroughly into typ ographic rules

used for bibliographies. In fact, they dep end on cul-

tural background, as we mention that in [20] shortly

and in [24] in a more synthetic way. Readers inter-

ested in more ‘official’ references can find such rules

in [7, x 15.54-15.76] for English, [9, x 94] for French,
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[16, x 12.4.1] for German, [8] for Polish. Here we as-

sume that such rules—including the translation of

month names, keywords such that ‘and’, ‘chapter’,

‘edition’, . . . —are known and we fo cus on the way

to sp ecify such knowledge within our framework.

The first version of MlBibTEX has b een techni-

cally describ ed in [18], and we explained our choices

ab out our syntax for multilingual features in [19].

When we designed this first version, we b elieved

that we were able to use the bst language [32],

for sake of compatibility with previous versions of

BibTEX. So we tried to add as few statements as

p ossible to this language, and in fact, only one

statement1 was needed. But, as we explain in

[24], going on according to this way would result

in complicated bibliography styles, tedious to de-

velop and maintain. Version 1.2, sketched in [21],

was a working version2 that allowed us to exp eri-

ment new syntax for authors’ and editors’ names.

Let us consider the following name:

{Lyon Sprague de Camp}

BibTEX correctly parses it, in the sense that ‘de ’ is

supp osed to b e a particle (the ‘von ’ part of a p erson

name, according to BibTEX’s terminology [33, x 4]),

b ecause it is not capitalised. ‘Lyon Sprague ’ is the

first name, ‘Camp ’ the last one. If the same rule is

applied to this name:

{Jean Le Clerc de la Herverie}

the result is wrong. The two correct ways3 to sp ecify

this name with BibTEX are:

{Jean {Le Clerc de la Herverie}}

{Le Clerc de la Herverie, Jean}

In addition to BibTEX’s syntax, MlBibTEX allows

keywords for the four parts of a p erson name:

first, von, last, junior:

AUTHOR = {first => Jean,

last => Le Clerc de la Herverie}

If the author or editor is not a p erson, but an

organisation name, the org keyword can b e used:

EDITOR = {org => Bacho{\TeX},

sortingkey => bachotex}1 The REFERENCEDEPENDENT statement, in order
to rule multilinguism [18].2 . . . and, in fact, a prototyp e written using the
Scheme programming language (cf. [27]).3 . . . and a workaround given in [31, p. 767],
which seems to us to b e some hack.

If the sortingkey keyword is given a value, this

value will b e used when bibliographical references

are sorted. Here, this organisation name is

alphab eticised as ‘bachotex ’, however it is printed.

Since Version 1.2, multilingual switches with a

default language are allowed within names:

{[Stanisław Lem] * polish

[Stanislas Lem] * english}

so the name of this science-fiction writer will b e

pro cessed using the correct Polish sp elling within

a do cument in Polish, and the other form, used

in many other countries, will b e considered for

do cuments in other languages.

For bibliography styles, MlBibTEX’s Version 2.3

[25] uses a language close to xlst4. This language

is describ ed in [22, 26]. Here we show how

to take advantage of this new feature to sp ecify

the instantiation for a particular language. Of

course, we have chosen the Polish language for

the BachoTEX conference5. Readers are assumed

to b e quite familiar with LATEX 2ε and in particular

with the babel package [4, 5]. We also use some basic

notions related to xml6, esp ecially ab out XPath and

xslt: they can easily b e found in [36, 15, 38, 39],

the official do cuments b eing [42, 41, 43].

First, we explain how MlBibTEX works and

how it lo oks for files. Then we show howLATEX’s commands that app ear within the files

generated by MlBibTEX should b e defined. In

the third section, we show how bibliography styles

are organised and why the new language nbst for

styles makes easier the design of features related

to a particular language. We end with a new

entry using the multilingual features of MlBibTEX

as much as p ossible.

1. How MlBibTEX works

From the p oint of view of an end-user, MlBibTEX

b ehaves exactly like BibTEX in the sense that after

pro cessing a source file (.tex file) by LATEX, users

just typ e:

mlbibtex source-file4 eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transforma-
tions.5 In addition, we intentionally chose a language
we do not sp eak, so we would like to show that such
an instantiation can b e done by any exp erienced
user of LATEX, with advice from a linguist.6 eXtensible Markup Language.
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month names ordinal numb ers other keywords quotations

\bbljan \bblfirsto \bblalii \bblquotedtitle

\bblfeb \bblsecondo \bbland \endbblquotedtitle

\bblmar \bblthirdo \bblbc

\bblapr \bblfourtho \bblchap

\bblmay \bblfiftho \bbled

\bbljun \bblst \bbledby

\bbljul \bblnd \bbledn

\bblaug \bblrd \bbleds

\bblsep \bblth \bbletal

\bbloct \bblin

\bblnov \bblmasterthesis

\bbldec \bblno

\bblof

\bblp

\bblphdthesis

\bblpp

\bbltechrep

\bblvol

\bblwith

Table 1: Additional LATEX commands used in bibliographies generated by MlBibTEX.

MlBibTEX uses the \bibcite commands stored

in the auxiliary file source-file.aux, searches the

bibliography files for the entries cited throughout

the source text, and formats the ‘References’ section

onto the source-file.bbl file. The bibliography files to

b e searched and the bibliography style to b e used are

resp ectively sp ecified when LATEX is applied to the

source-file.tex file, by means of the two commands

\bibliography and \bibliographystyle, as users

get used to do with BibTEX.

We wanted the bibliography data bases written

according to the ‘new’ syntax and the ‘new’

bibliography styles to b e usable only by MlBibTEX

and not by ‘old’ BibTEX—unless end-users wish that

explicitly—so MlBibTEX extends the search rules

of BibTEX7. When it is lo oking for a bibliography

data basis (.bib file), it uses first the value of

the MLBIBINPUTS environment variable8. In case

of fail, it uses the value of the two environment

variables BIBINPUTS and TEXBIB, in turn. Rules for

lo oking for bibliography style files are analogous, as7 Readers interested in more details ab out theTEX Directory Structure, used to organise the
comp onents of TEX-related software, can refer to
[40]. Search rules of ‘old’ BibTEX are describ ed in
[2, x 7.1].8 Concerning the way to assign a value to such
a variable, more details are given in [28].

we see in Section 3.1. More generally, the use of such

environment variables by means of the programs of

the kpathsea library is precisely describ ed in [1] and

[12, x 13.8].

References generated by MlBibTEX may use

additional LATEX commands. The default definitions

of these commands—that is, definitions in English—

are given in the babelbst.sty file. Definitions for

other languages are stored in files:

bbl-language-name.sty

When your system is configured, the kpsewhich

command, provided by the kpathsea library, should

b e able to find all these files.

MlBibTEX only deals with the languages sp ec-

ified by the user. Let us consider Entry lem1964

given in Figure 1 and let us assume that it is cited

within a do cument. If this do cument do es not use

any multilingual package, the note will app ear as

follows within the file of references generated by

MlBibTEX:

Polish title of the anthology:

\begin{bblquotedtitle}Bajki robot\’{o}w

\end{bblquotedtitle}.

in which case a message warns users that some

foreign words may b e incorrectly pro cessed. The

note will app ear the same if the babel package is

loaded without the polish option. If this option [4,x 47] has b een selected, the note will app ear as:
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\@ifpackageloaded{babel}{%

\addto{\extraspolish}{%

%% ------------------------------ Months:

\def\bbljan{stycze\’{n}}%

\def\bblfeb{luty}%

\def\bblmar{marzec}%

\def\bblapr{kweicie\’{n}}%

\def\bblmay{maj}%

\def\bbljun{czerwiec}%

\def\bbljul{lipiec}%

\def\bblaug{sierpie\’{n}}%

\def\bblsep{wrzesie\’{n}}%

\def\bbloct{pa\’{z}dziernik}%

\def\bblnov{listopad}%

\def\bbldec{grudzie\’{n}}%

%% ------------------------------ Ordinal numbers:

\def\bblth{.}%

%% ------------------------------ Other keywords:

\def\bblalii{\emph{alii}}% (others)

\def\bbland{i}%

\def\bblbc{a.Chr.}% (‘before Christ’, negative years are allowed)

\def\bblchap{rozdzia{\l}}%

\def\bbled{redaktor}% (editor)

\def\bbledby{zredagowane przez}% (edited by)

\def\bbledn{wydanie}% (edition)

\def\bbleds{redaktorzy}% (editors)

\def\bbletal{\emph{et al.}}& (and others)

\def\bblin{w}%

\def\bblmasterthesis{praca magisterska}%

\def\bblno{nr}%

\def\bblp{strona}% (page)

\def\bblphdthesis{praca doktorska}%

\def\bblpp{strony}% (pages)

\def\bbltechrep{raport techniczny}%

\def\bblvol{tom}%

\def\bblwith{i}% (now like ‘and’ because of declensions)

%% ------------------------------ Quoting some titles:

\def\bblquotedtitle{%

\stepcounter{@bbl@quote@depth}%

\ifnum\value{@bbl@quote@depth}=1\quotedblbase\else\guillemotright\fi%

\nobreak\ignorespaces}%

\def\endbblquotedtitle{%

\ifdim\lastskip>\z@\unskip\fi%

\ifnum\value{@bbl@quote@depth}=1\textquotedblleft\else\guillemotleft\fi%

\addtocounter{@bbl@quote@depth}{-1}}%

}%

}{%% ---------- If the babel package has not been loaded:

\@ifpackageloaded{polski}{%% ----- Another way to write in Polish:

...

}{%% ---------- If the polski package has not been loaded, either:

...

}%

}

Figure 2: Defining additional commands and environments in Polish.
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\def\save@sf@q#1{\leavevmode\begingroup\edef\@SF{\spacefactor \the\spacefactor}#1\@SF\endgroup}%

\def\quotedblbase{\save@sf@q{\set@low@box{\textquotedblright\/}\box\z@\kern-.04em\allowhyphens}}

\def\ly{\usefont{U}{lasy}{m}{n}}

\def\guillemotsleft{\leavevmode%

\hbox{\ly\char’050\kern-0.2em\char’050\kern+0.2em}\nobreak\ignorespaces}%

\def\guillemotsright{\nobreak\leavevmode\hbox{\ly\kern+0.2em\char’051\kern-0.2em\char’051}}%

Figure 3: A p ossible way to get Polish op ening quotation marks and French guil lemets.

Polish title of the anthology:

\begin{bblquotedtitle}

\foreignlanguage{polish}{Bajki

robot\’{o}w}

\end{bblquotedtitle}.

Of course, if the \foreignlanguage command [5,x 1 & 12.2] has not b een put, it can result in

incorrect hyphenation of Polish words, but this

b ehaviour is due to the static character of the babel

package: adding options dynamically is imp ossible9.

However, this example shows that MlBibTEX deals

as far as p ossible with the languages sp ecified for a

do cument, but cannot add a language just b ecause

some foreign words are used within an entry. This

example also shows the use of our additional LATEX
environment, bblquotedtitle, for quotations. Of

course, the default version of this environment—

that is, its version in American English—surrounds

a text with ‘ ‘‘ ’ and ‘ ’’ ’.

2. Requirements about LATEX commands

In the following, we assume that you have installed a

recent version of LATEX 2ε [30], including a working

and recent version of the multilingual babel package

[5]. Of course, examples assume that the polish

option of this package is available. MlBibTEX’s

Version 1.3—more precisely, the version written

in Scheme [28]—has b een finalised using LATEX’s

implementation included in TEX Live 8, issued in

Septemb er 2003 10, available on cd-rom11, dvd12-

rom, or at the Web sites of most lugs13 of9 This p oint should b e improved in future
versions [28, 29]. Another p ossible solution is the
use of Ω [34] instead of LATEX, but we have not yet
gone thoroughly into this direction.10 A description, in Polish, of the use of TEX Live,
based on the 7th version, can b e found in [3].11 Compact Disc Read-Only Memory.12 Digital Versatile Disc.13 Lo cal User Groups.

TEX users14. More generally, we think that it

should work with recent versions, in particular

those included in recent distributions of the Linux

op erating system15.

To adapt MlBibTEX for your language, you have

to provide definitions in your language for the com-

mands given in Table 1: the commands for month

names, ordinal numb ers, and other keywords16.

This table also includes two additional commands,

\bblquotedtitle and \endbblquotedtitle, used

to op en and close the bblquotedtitle environ-

ment (see ab ove ab out it). As an example, a p ossible

definition in Polish is given in Figure 2.

Defining these commands would b e the only

thing to do for a basic adaptation that only uses

substitutions, as in Version 1.1 [18]. But we will

see how to adapt bibliography styles in x 3.3. First,

it can b e noticed that some commands of Table 1

can b e left undefined, if you are sure that your

bibliography styles will never use them. As an

example, Figure 2 intentionally do es not provide

definitions for the underlined commands of Table 1.

In order for the definitions of this figure to work, let

us notice that the following hyp otheses have b een

assumed.� These definitions should b e stored into a .sty

file, b ecause we use the ‘@’ character, reserved

for LATEX’s internal commands. If it is not

the case within a p ersonal adaptation you are

doing, surround all these definitions as follows:

\makeatletter ... \makeatother14 http://www.tug.org, or http://www.gust.
org.pl for the Polish-sp eaking group.15 We tested that with Version 9.0 of SuSE Linux’
distribution.16 For historical reasons, most of these commands
originate from the bibliography styles built by
means of the makebst program [10], which is one
of the first attempts to interface bibliographical
references with the babel package.
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cf. [31, x 1.3.3] for a description of these two

commands.� The \addto command is provided by the babel

package [5, x 6] and used to add definitions ofLATEX’s commands sp ecific to a language. Such

definitions should b e group ed into the b o dy

of the \extraslanguage-name command (e.g.

\extraspolish). The \addto command allows

the b o dy of a command to b e extended, so basic

\extraslanguage-name commands are defined

within the configuration files of the options of

the babel package and can b e extended as we

do or as any end-user can do.

It can b e viewed that we pro cess such defini-

tions only if the babel package is loaded. In

fact, within the standard configuration, all the

commands of Table 1 default to English key-

words, as ab ovementioned. If you would like to

generate ‘References’ section only with Polish

keywords, without any use of the babel pack-

age, define them at the top level. If you

use an ad hoc package to write in Polish17,

pro ceed analogously, that is, test whether or

not the ad hoc package has b een loaded. As

shown in Figure 2, that can b e done by means

of the \@ifpackageloaded command (cf. [31,x A.4.8]).� In Figure 2, the @bbl@quoted@depth counter is

supp osed to b e defined: that is done within the

default configuration of MlBibTEX, that is, in

the file babelbst.sty (cf. Section 1). This counter

allows quotations enclosed within a quotation

to b e surrounded by ‘second-level’ delimiters.

In Polish:

\begin{bblquotedtitle}

III Symfonia \begin{bblquotedtitle}

Symfonia pie\’{s}ni \.{z}a{\l}osnych

\end{bblquotedtitle}, op.~36

\end{bblquotedtitle}

would pro duce:

„I I I Symfonia »Symfonia pieśni żałos-

nych«, op. 36“17 As examples, the french [14], german and
ngerman [35] packages can b e directly used to write
in French or German, without b eing options of the
babel package. It seems that Polish-sp eaking p eople
can use the polski package [11, x F7] this way, but
we confess that we exp erienced it only a little.

<inproceedings id="lem1964" language="english">

<author>

<name>

<personname>

<first>Stanislas</first>

<last>Lem</last>

</personname>

</name>

</author>

<title>The Mask</title>

<booktitle>Mortal Engines</booktitle>

<publisher>The Seabury Press</publisher>

<year>1964</year>

<address>New York</address>

<note>

Polish title of the anthology:

<emph emf="no" quotedbf="yes">

<foreigngroup language="polish">

Bajki robotów

</foreigngroup>

</emph>

</note>

</inproceedings>

Figure 4: An MlBibTEX entry viewed as an xml

tree.� The \textquotedblleft command is known

by the present implementation of LATEX and is

for the op ening quotation marks in American

English (‘ \ ’), that is, the closing quotation

marks in Polish. If the fontenc package

has b een loaded with the T1 enco ding18—

that is, if the Cork enco ding is used, with

a range of 256 characters including most

of accented letters from Europ ean languages

[13]—the \quotedblbase command is defined

as the op ening quotation marks in Polish (‘ „ ’).

If this command is unknown, you can define

it as shown in Figure 3: that is an alternative

definition of this command which is used when

the babel package has b een loaded with LATEX’s

default enco ding19 [5, x 12.10].� As the quotation of Henryk Mikoła j Górecki’s

third symphony shows it, the ‘second-level’18 LATEX defaults to the OT1 enco ding. It
seems that the OT4 enco ding is sometimes used
for do cuments in Polish, but here also we confess
that we did not exp erience it.19 The commands of Figure 3 can b e found in the
babel.def file. Lo cate it by means of the kpsewhich
command.
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<nbst:template name="format.date">

<nbst:choose>

<nbst:when test="year">

<nbst:choose>

<nbst:when test="month">

<nbst:apply-templates

select="month"/>

<nbst:text> </nbst:text>

<nbst:apply-templates select="year"/>

</nbst:when>

<nbst:otherwise>

<nbst:apply-templates select="year"/>

</nbst:otherwise>

</nbst:choose>

</nbst:when>

<nbst:otherwise>

<nbst:if test="month">

<nbst:warning>

There’s a month but no year in

<nbst:value-of select="@id"/>

</nbst:warning>

<nbst:apply-templates select="month"/>

</nbst:if>

</nbst:otherwise>

</nbst:choose>

</nbst:template>

Figure 5: Putting a date with nbst.

quotation marks in Polish are the French

quotation marks (French guil lemets ), but

reversed: the French op ening (resp. closing)

quotation mark closes (resp. op ens) a second-

level Polish quotation. These characters

are implemented by the \guillemotleft and

\guillemotright commands, defined if the

T1 enco ding is used. Figure 3 also gives

alternative definitions of these two commands,

used when the babel package is loaded with the

default enco ding.

3. Dealing with bibliography styles

3.1. Looking for bibliography style files

Let us assume that the bibliography style chosen

for a printed do cument is S , that is, the command

\bibliographystylefSg has b een included in the

source text pro cessed with LATEX. First MlBibTEX

tries to find a ‘new’ bibliography style—written

using the nbst language—so it lo oks for the

file S.nbst using the kpathsea library and the

MLBSTINPUTS environment variable.

<nbst:template match="jan">

\bbljan{}
</nbst:template>

<nbst:template match="feb">

\bblfeb{}
</nbst:template>

...

Figure 6: Putting months names down with nbst.� If the file S.nbst is found, MlBibTEX searches

the preamble of the source file (.tex file)

in order to know whether or not the babel

package is used. If yes, MlBibTEX gets its

options20 L0, . . . , Ln, so it also lo oks for the

files:

– -L0.nbst, . . . , -Ln.nbst, these bibliography

style files containing general definitions

for the languages L0, . . . , Ln,

– S-L0.nbst, . . . , S-Ln.nbst, these files b eing

used to store redefinitions concerning the

S bibliography style used within the

languages L0, . . . , Ln.

Such files can also b e used when some ad hoc

packages, recognised by MlBibTEX, are used21.� Otherwise, MlBibTEX lo oks for the file S.bst

using the value of the BSTINPUTS environment

variable, and b ehaves like ‘old’ BibTEX.

Global definitions, suitable for all the bibliog-

raphy styles, are stored in the global-mlbibtex.nbst

file, that MlBibTEX can lo cate. In addition, a bib-

liography style written using the nbst language can

include definitions put in another file. This is done

by the element <nbst:include href="F"/>. If the

file name F has no suffix, MlBibTEX lo oks for first

the F.nbst file, second the F.bst file, as describ ed

ab ove. If a suffix has b een sp ecified, MlBibTEX

lo oks for the sp ecified file only. As we have just

suggested it, a bibliography style written using the20 In future versions, this p oint could b e im-
proved, and MlBibTEX should b e able to get this
information by lo oking into the auxiliary file.21 See Fo otnote 17, p. 19. For an example
in Polish, there can co exist polish-plain.nbst and
polski-plain.nbst files as Polish redefinitions for the
plain bibliography style. The former (resp. latter)
is usable when the babel (resp. polski) package is
loaded.
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nbst language can use definitions written in the bst

language. But in this article, we do not use this

feature, describ ed in [22, 23, 26].

3.2. The nbst language

As mentioned in the intro duction, the nbst language,

for ‘new bibliography style language’, is close to

xslt. In fact, the main difference b etween nbst and

xslt is the implementation of multilingual asp ects,

shown in x 3.3. When MlBibTEX runs, .bib files are

pro cessed as if they were xml trees, but without

whitespace no des22 b etween fields’ sp ecifications.

Following this approach, Entry lem1964 given in

Figure 1 is viewed as the tree of Figure 4, except

that withespace no des that an xml parser would

pro duce are ruled out. Presently, we can consider

that we use a dtd23—more precisely, it is a revised

version of the dtd given in [20]—but we plan to

rewrite the sp ecification of bibliographical entries

using xml Schema [46]. In fact, most of fields are

represented by elements, except for some particular

information mo delled by attributes (for example,

the key of the bibliographical entry, given by the

id attribute).

So bibliography styles can access to the values

of MlBibTEX fields by means of path expressions

close to the XPath language. For example, if we

assume that the context no de is the no de of a bib-

liographical entry, for example, the inproceedings

no de of the tree given in Figure 4, the month and

year can b e accessed by means of the path expres-

sions month and year. So formatting the date of a

reference can b e done by the format.date template

given in Figure 5. We can notice that the month

name is optional24, and testing it is done by a path

expression used as a b o olean value, like in XPath.22 They are text no des whose contents are only
whitespace characters, originating from what has
b een typ ed b etween two tags [38, p. 25–26]. For
example, if the xml text of Figure 4 is parsed,
there is a whitespace no de, containing a new-of-line
and four space characters b etween the op ening tags
<author> and <name>. xml parsers are b ound by
the ‘all text counts’ constraint, included in the xml

sp ecification [43, x 2.10], and cannot ignore such
whitespace characters.23 Do cument Typ e Definition. A dtd can b e
viewed as a template for xml do cuments. See [36,
Ch. 5] for a more complete explanation.24 That is sp ecified in our dtd (cf. [20]). The
year no de is not optional, but checking its presence

Like in xslt, a template of the nbst language

either can b e named like the format.date template,

in which case it is called by:

<nbst:call-template name="format.date"/>

or is run when the path expression given by the

match attribute matches the current no de. The

templates given in Figure 6 show such examples:

they are invoked since a month element is selected

when the template format.date (see Figure 5 is

pro cessed. By the way, we can see how MlBibTEX’s

keywords for months are related to the commands

of Table 1 for month names.

3.3. Customising bibliography styles

Now we prop ose a more ambitious example, showing

the multilingual features of the nbst language. Let

us consider the EDITION field for a b o ok. Let us

assume that its value is a numb er or an ordinal

written as a word: ‘first’, ‘second’, . . . Given

the rules for deriving an ordinal from a numb er

in English, this EDITION field can b e formatted

as Figure 7 sp ecifies it25. The given template

pro cesses an element like <edition>1</edition>

or <edition>first</edition>. By the way, we

can notice some functions related to our path

expressions: firstcapitalize(), is-number(),

lowercase(). These functions are analogous to

functions related to XPath expressions26. Since their

effect can b e easily guessed, we do not describ e them

here; readers interested in more details can refer to

[26].

Let us come back to formatting the information

ab out the edition of a b o ok, this op eration can

b e refined in Polish b ecause roman numerals

are used after the keyword27: ‘Wydanie I ’,

is not done when the entry is written by a user, so
we have to do that within bibliography styles.25 We can notice the use of a parameter
mid.sentence (there is a namesake in BibTEX)—
set to a b o olean value that defaults to the false
value—to test whether or not we are at the b e-
ginning of a sentence, that is, whether or not the
first word we put down has to b e capitalised.26 These op erations are difficult to p erform with
the functions provided by the first version of XPath,
that is why we added them. Dealing with strings
and typ es should b e easier in Version 2.0 of XPath
[45], so a future version of MlBibTEX might b e fully
conformant with path expressions used in xml.27 In comparison with what we wrote at the
end of the intro duction of [28]—‘1. wydanie ’, ‘2.
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<nbst:template match="edition">

<nbst:param name="mid.sentence" select="false()"/>

<nbst:choose>

<nbst:when test="is-number()">

<nbst:choose>

<nbst:when test=".=1">\bblfirsto\</nbst:when>

...

<nbst:when test=".=5">\bblfiftho\</nbst:when>

<nbst:when test=". != 11 and . mod 10=1">

<nbst:value-of select="."/><nbst:text>\bblst\</nbst:text>

</nbst:when>

...

<nbst:when test=". !=13 and . mod 10=3">

<nbst:value-of select="."/><nbst:text>\bblrd\</nbst:text>

</nbst:when>

<nbst:otherwise><nbst:value-of select="."/><nbst:text>\bblth\</nbst:text></nbst:otherwise>

</nbst:choose>

</nbst:when>

<nbst:when test="$mid.sentence"><nbst:value-of select="lowercase()"/></nbst:when>

<nbst:otherwise><nbst:value-of select="firstcapitalize()"/></nbst:otherwise>

</nbst:choose>

<nbst:text> \bbledn{}</nbst:text>
</nbst:template>

Figure 7: Formatting the information ab out the edition of a b o ok: default version.

‘Wydanie II ’, . . . Asso ciated with the \bblth

command given in Figure 2 for the Polish language,

the template given in Figure 8 do es that28. Since it

includes a language attribute, its priority is higher

than the template matching edition elements given

in Figure 7, which has no such attribute.

3.4. Using modes

Like in xslt [42, x 5.7], the templates of nbst can

use modes. When a mode attribue is used within an

nbst:apply-templates tag, only a template with

the same mo de can b e instantiated. A very useful

example of this feature is given by month names

in Polish, since different cases29 are used for a date

wydanie ’, . . . —this way is more common. Thanks
to Paweł D. Mogielnicki, who signalled me that.28 . . . provided that the \Romannumeral com-
mand is defined. That can b e done by:

\makeatletter

\def\Romannumeral#1{\@Roman{#1}}
\makeatother

in the preamble. The command \@Roman cannot b e
put directly within a text (cf. [31, x 1.3.3]).29 A language uses cases when a word’s function
is directly expressed within this word, most often by
a suffix. The Polish language uses such a system. To

<nbst:template match="edition"

language="polish">

<nbst:param name="mid.sentence"/>

<nbst:text>Wydanie </nbst:text>

<nbst:choose>

<nbst:when test="is-number()">

<nbst:text> \Romannumeral{</nbst:text>
<nbst:value-of select="."/>

<nbst:text>}</nbst:text>
</nbst:when>

<nbst:when test="$mid.sentence">

<nbst:value-of select="lowercase()"/>

</nbst:when>

<nbst:otherwise>

<nbst:value-of select="."/>

</nbst:otherwise>

</nbst:choose>

</nbst:template>

Figure 8: Formatting the information ab out the

edition of a b o ok: refined version in Polish.

only including the month and year (e.g. ‘styczeń

illustrate it with an example in Latin, ‘Peter loves
Lydia’ is translated into this language by ‘Petrus
Lydiam amat ’, and the word order is irrelevant,
‘Lydiam Petrus amat ’ has the same meaning.
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@STRING{lem = "first => [Stanis{\l}aw] * pol [Stanislas] * english, last => Lem"}

@STRING{warsaw = "[Warszawa] * pol [Warsaw] * english [Varsovie] * fr [Warschau] * german"}

@BOOK{lem1968,
AUTHOR = lem,

TITLE = {G{\l}os Pana},
PUBLISHER = {Czytelnik},
ADDRESS = warsaw,

EDITION = 1,

NOTE = {[Title of the English translation: ‘‘His Master’s Voice’’] ! english
[Titre de la traduction fran\c{c}aise : ‘‘La voix du ma\^{\i}tre’’] ! french
[Titel den deutschen \"{U}bersetzung: ‘‘Die Stimme des Herrn’’] ! german},

YEAR = 1968}

Figure 9: Example of a multilingual entry.

2003 ’ for ‘January 2003’) and a date with a day

numb er (e.g. ‘1 stycznia 2003 ’ for ‘1st January

2003’). Month names can b e defined for the genitive

case this way:

<nbst:template match="jan"

language="polish"

mode="genitive">

stycznia

</nbst:template>

. . . and when a date with a day numb er is to b e

printed, such templates can b e invoked by:

<nbst:apply-templates select="month"

language="polish"

mode="genitive"/>

(‘language="polish"’ can b e omitted if this tag is

put inside a template with the language attribute

already set to "polish").

4. A multilingual example

This section aims to give an ambitious example of

using multilingual features of MlBibTEX. Let us

consider again a b o ok written by Stanislas Lem

and published at Warsaw. In the intro duction,

we already noticed that multilingual switches are

allowed within names. In such a case, there must b e

a default, that is, the result must never b e empty,

so we use the *-notation [18]. We can mix it with

the new keywords used for the parts of a p erson

name, as shown in Figure 9. Within this figure, we

intentionally put ‘pol’ down, instead of ‘polish’.

MlBibTEX recognises non-ambiguous prefixes of the

babel package’s options or ad hoc package names.

Expressing ‘Lydia loves Peter’ is ‘Lydia Petrum
amat ’.

This convention allows the entry given in Figure 9

to b e suitable when the polish option of the babel

package has b een selected as well as when the polski

package is used.

In BibTEX, the @STRING directive is generally

used to define abbreviations for journal names30
[31, Table 13.3]. Such abbreviations are expanded

when .bib files are parsed by BibTEX. In MlBibTEX,

such @STRING directives are allowed and can b e

viewed as xml entities [36, p. 45–50], that is,

placeholders for contents. The value of such an

entity can b e an xml subtree; in the same way,

MlBibTEX’s abbreviations intro duced by a @STRING

directive can include multilingual switches. So do

the abbreviations lem and warsaw in Figure 9.

These abbreviations are expanded when the .bib

file is parsed by MlBibTEX, so the names ‘lem’

and ‘warsaw’ themselves are ignored in bibliography

styles.

You may wish to define such abbreviations

within a bibliography style file, analogously with

the macros of the bst language—let us recall

that month names and abbreviations known by

BibTEX for journal names are sp ecified this way—

in which case you can use an nbst:variable

element, as shown in Figure 10. As other

examples, abbreviations for well-known journal

names are sp ecified within the global-mlbibtex.nbst

file, grouping global definitions. Let us notice that

the corresp onding macros in BibTEX are defined in

each file implementing a bibliography style, whereas

MlBibTEX allows us to sp ecify once such parameters30 For example, ‘acmcs’ for ‘acm Computing
Surveys ’ or ‘acta’ for ‘ACTA Informatica ’.
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<nbst:variable name="krakow">

<nonemptyinformation>

<!-- This element is for information that must

b e put, p ossibly in another language if

there is no translation into the current

language.

-->

<group language="pol">Kraków</group>

<group language="english">Krakow</group>

<group language="fr">Cracovie</group>

<group language="german">Krakau</group>

</nonemptyinformation>

</nbst:variable>

Figure 10: Adding multilingual information into

bibliography styles.

in only one file. When an abbreviation name—

not surrounded by braces or double-quotes, as in

BibTEX—cannot b e expanded when the .bib file is

parsed, b ecause there is no corresp onding @STRING

directive, it is mo delled by such a symbol element:

<address><symbol name="krakow"/></address>

and can b e pro cessed this way within a bibliography

style:

<nbst:template match="symbol">

<nbst:if test="is-defined(@name)">

<nbst:apply-templates

select="node-set(${@name})"/>

</nbst:if>

</nbst:template>

Let us notice that this template could not b e directly

translated into xslt, b ecause it uses extensions to

this language:� the is-defined function, which checks whether

or not a parameter has b een defined,� the node-set function, used to build a set of

no des from a fragment of an xml tree31.� an extended use of the ‘{...}’ notation, to

evaluate a name dynamically.

5. Conclusion

As readers of this article can see, MlBibTEX

provides go o d compatibility with ‘old’ BibTEX in31 In fact, some xslt pro cessors provide it, but it
has not b een included in the ‘official’ sp ecification
of xslt [42]. It b elongs to the additional functions
of the exslt (‘Extensions to xslt’) pro ject [38,
App endix A].

the sense that ‘old’ .bib files can b e reused, except

that square brackets (‘[’, ‘]’) now have syntactic

meaning. Of course, users can enrich .bib files

with MlBibTEX’s new features. Ab out bibliography

styles, we think that programming and enriching

them using the nbst language is easier than in

the ‘old’ bst language. In particular, users who

know the xslt language should learn nbst without

difficulty. Concerning multilingual features and

an instantiation for a particular language, we use,

as ab ovementioned, implicit rules for lo oking for

files related to a particular language. Such rules

do not exist in xslt, where each imp ortation of

definitions must b e explicit, but in MlBibTEX, they

allow mo dular management of language-dep endent

definitions. Users who only know MlBibTEX’s global

organisation can write or redefine features related to

their own languages without changing files devoted

to other instantiations.

We think that our approach is suitable at least

for Europ ean languages [24]. A lot of work will b e

probably needed for all the languages in the world,

and esp ecially for Asian languages, but studying this

p oint b elongs to the future. In addition, since no one

can claim to know all the languages, it is imp ortant

that other p eople than MlBibTEX’s programmers

can write an instantiation for a particular language.

On another p oint, it seems that BibTEX has

b een used to generate ‘References’ sections only for

Scribe [37] and LATEX, although the bst language is

not directly related to these two word pro cessors.

In the future, we plan to write MlBibTEX’s

bibliography styles suitable for ConTEXt, Hans

Hagen’s format [17], or for Texinfo [6], used for the

do cumentation of gnu32 software. Besides, the nbst

language op ens a window to the world of xml and

should make easier the writing of xml do cuments:

examples are Web pages in xhtml33 or xsl-fo34
do cuments [44]. In particular, MlBibTEX should b e

suitable for building bibliographies for do cuments

written according to the xml version of the DocBook

[47] dtd, we plan to explore this direction [29].32 gnu’s Not Unix.33 eXtensible Hyp erText Markup Language,
that is, the xml version of the html language.34 eXtensible Stylesheet Language—Formatting
Ob jects.
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